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LEAP is an all-in-one solution that allows you to eliminate multiple, disconnected systems and have access 
to everything you need to run the firm in one central location.

 Features shared across areas of law:

� Matter types/electronic intake specific to all of the areas of law in which your firm practices.

� Automatic email integration, saving incoming and outgoing emails to the correct matter in LEAP - no extra
steps or manual effort required.

� Mobile app allowing you to access your clients and matters on-the-go, scan documents to your matter from
the palm of your hand and automatically track time anytime, anywhere!

� Seamless document management giving you the ability to save your documents directly to the client matter,
eliminating time currently spent searching through your network drive.

� Automatic time recording without starting or stopping a timer, LEAP can record your time on documents,
emails, file comments and calendar appointments.

Always expanding legal forms library that is being updated and added every day by a team of dedicated 
legal professionals.

� Over 11,000 legal forms for 2,500+ matter types.

� Enter client information once to populate throughout all legal forms.

� Pre-configured case types for all common areas of law.

� Quick and easy legal calculators and up-to-date rates.

� Dedicated content team to create and update legal forms.

VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AUTOMATED FORMS AVAILABLE IN YOUR STATE

As a firm that practices across many areas of law, we understand the importance of needing a system where you 
can work efficiently, in one place, wherever you are. We believe that your firm is a perfect fit for LEAP and welcome 
the opportunity to demonstrate how we can help all of your staff to streamline processes and gain efficiencies in 
the areas they practice. Legal operations, reporting, and staff management will become simple and transparent.

Aside from having everything in one place, your firm will benefit from no longer needing to pay for servers, server 
maintenance or remote access fees. LEAP is a purely cloud-based system with unlimited data storage included.

Below is some information that we have put together for you to assist further. If you need anything in the 
meantime, please feel free to reach out to our team of legal software experts with any questions.

� Business Commercial Law 

� Personal Injury 

� Criminal Law 

http://bit.ly/2NoUabP
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Mobile Law Office
Our mobile app allows you to create matters, PDFs & emails,  
voice record memos, time record, scan on-the-go and much 
more with the LEAP Mobile App.

Helping You Work Remotely

, 23 March 2021TODAY
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Prepare Settlement Figures
All day

2 +10RS
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12:00 PM - 12:45 PM

Hi James
You have no scheduled tasks today

Morrison & Sons

Search matters or cards

Matters Cards NotificationsHome Settings
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Search
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Penfold
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To: Aaron Sahin
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Letter to Family Court

SENT

Penfold -v- Penfold
To: Kate Thompson
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Discovery List
Created: 11/8/21
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RECORDING

00:01:25
Penfold

9:41

Voice Memo

150017Matter

Video calls from your matter
Make video meetings easy when you give your attendees 
the option to use Zoom or Microsoft Teams. Make it easy 
for your clients if they can’t come to the office.

Integration with Microsoft Teams
Collaborate with your staff while working anywhere.  
It’s easy to share documents and send chat messages  
to staff for what needs to be done.

FaceTime with your clients
The latest mobile app release allows you to FaceTime 
directly from the mobile app. You can also capture the 
time spent during the meeting.

https://www.leap.us/innovations/
https://www.leap.us/innovations/
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What Our Clients Say

There are features within LEAP that have resulted in our monthly IT bill 
going down as there are certain things we’d be paying extra for as part of 
the IT package that now are now within LEAP and one of the big items is 

backup. The backup probably costs us about $800-$900 a month and that’s 
something that LEAP does, the backup makes a big difference; we made a 

determination that it made a lot of sense to go to LEAP because of what we 
could save in otherwise key expenses.

With LEAP, I also have no need for an in-house server and server 
maintenance. I pay a monthly retainer to my computer person which over 
time you phase out or you can greatly reduce the cost. You’re also saving 

money because you’re eliminating some support staff.

Mark Johnson at Johnson & Borenstein (MA)

Brian D. Perskin at Brian D. Perskin & Associates P.C. (NY)
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Our Project Timeline

Week 1: First Project Management Meeting 

                with Key Stakeholders

 � Understand your important practices & 
procedures

 � Discussion of the data we transition to LEAP

 � Audit workstations

 � Schedule trial transition

Week 5: Live Transition

 � All transitioned date is brought over into LEAP

 � This transition is conducted during the initial 
training at the firm

Week 7: Aftercare & Follow-up

 � Project Manager provides refresher training 

 � Review firm reports in LEAP with partners/
office administrators

 � Transition from a Project Manager to a 
Dedicated Practice Management Advisor

Week 3: Trial Transition

 � Identify any discrepancies or variances of 
your data to LEAP

 � Fix any issues prior to live transition

Week 6: Implementation & Training

 � Install LEAP on your workstations

 � Initial and bookkeeping training
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Here’s what our clients are saying about the 
change event. 

The transition from my previous provider to LEAP was much better than I 
could have ever anticipated. With LEAP, we did not have any downtime at all. 

Everything was done in advance; we knew exactly when the transition was 
going to happen, and LEAP has continued to provide the support we need.

They don’t just show up, train you and leave. They are there when you 
are using the software the first few days and help with any problems or 

questions that arise. They also come back! This was huge for the success of 
the transition.

Staci Greenwald at Sussan, Greenwald & Wesler (NJ)

Nancy Barnes at Machado Law Group (NJ)




